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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! In honor of Headache on the Hill (#HOH2020), we‘ll talk #migraine advocacy
with Ellie Donner-Klein (@MigraineEllie)! Questions are posted here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Ellie @MigraineEllie
T-1 hour!!!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Calling on some of my other favorite advocates to join in if you’re free!! I’ll forget some of you, not intentionally. But
I’m doing #MigraineChat with a massive #migraine from a waiting room: @migrainediva @GoldenGraine
@winedarkme @kmacd6951 @CheDeco @Medical_Oddity

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! In honor of Headache on the Hill (#HOH2020), we‘ll talk
#migraine advocacy with Elli…

Jenn Heater, Chief Oddity @Medical_Oddity
RT @beth_morton: Calling on some of my other favorite advocates to join in if you’re free!! I’ll forget some of you,
not intentionally. But…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@migrainesallday @achysmileblog @MigraineMelon @HemingwayMuse Five minutes to kick off!  #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Two hours until #MigraineChat begins! In honor of Headache on the Hill (#HOH2020), we‘ll talk
#migraine advocacy with Elli…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If
you haven’t before, take a quick moment to review the chat tips & guidelines: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@jagrsmom Starting now, right here. I’ll be tweeting out questions. There’s a private FB group, too, where questions
are posted throughout the month. I can link at the end. #MigraineChat
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Two tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. (or
quote tweet). (2) Always include the #MigraineChat hashtag! It makes following the conversation easier & ensures
your tweets make the transcript.

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as
well as possible. If you hav…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Who is joining #MigraineChat today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you are comfortable. I’m Beth. I’m
tweeting from a waiting room today! #MigraineChat stops for nothing!

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: I know some of you are busy watching the Superbowl (commercials), but don't forget
#MigraineChat tomorrow!!  https://t…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: @jagrsmom Starting now, right here. I’ll be tweeting out questions. There’s a private FB group,
too, where questions are p…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as
well as possible. If you hav…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Two tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply
w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @beth_morton: Two tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply
w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining #MigraineChat today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you are
comfortable. I’m Beth. I’m tweeting…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat is my friend, Ellie (@MigraineEllie), a fierce migraine advocate, blogger, writer, and
health policy analyst!

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@beth_morton Hi, I’m Ellie! I’m co-hosting #MigraineChat for the next hour from Washington D.C. I’ve been living
with migraine for the past 8 years. I currently work in health care policy, but also am a blogger and migraine patient
advocate for the past 4 ½ years!
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
@beth_morton Hey, Beth! My alarm worked! And I'm here on time, too. Hope you survived all those Superbowl
commercials.  #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @beth_morton: Co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat is my friend, Ellie (@MigraineEllie), a fierce migraine advocate,
blogger, writer, and he…

Jenn Heater, Chief Oddity @Medical_Oddity
@beth_morton I’m Jenn from the San Francisco Bay Area #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@rachel_x_graves Same here.  Thanks for joining for a bit. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A few standing reminders. This #MigraineChat is purely informational. Nothing shared should be considered medical
advice or a substitute for talking with your doctor.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is comfortable for you. Lastly,
please refrain from posting GIFs with flashing media. They can be #migraine triggers for some. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton I'm Katie, signing in from the UK where a few of the first bulbs are starting to peek through the soil.
Hurrah! Kudos to you, Beth, for your "take no prisoners" approach to #MigraineChat.

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton Ugh, forgot the hashtag. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat is my friend, Ellie (@MigraineEllie), a fierce migraine advocate,
blogger, writer, and he…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Most of us are #migraine advocates, some without even acknowledging it. Advocacy doesn’t need to be something
grand and public. It takes many shapes and forms. Maybe you’ve never considered all the ways you’re an advocate.
With that in mind, let’s discuss! #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @beth_morton: Most of us are #migraine advocates, some without even acknowledging it. Advocacy doesn’t need
to be something grand and…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q1. Is #migraine advocacy important to you? Why? Remember advocacy has a broad definition - it can be self
advocacy or advocating for others! #MigraineChat https://t.co/fDdXvt1IIu
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Ellie @MigraineEllie
A1 Migraine advocacy is important to me because it helped me regain my voice. When I first started experiencing
chronic migraine in high school, advocating + educating made me feel like I could take back some control and
redefine other’s understanding of migraine #MigraineChat

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday
@beth_morton Hi everyone! I’m Sarah from NJ. I currently am working full time as an event planner which can be
difficult with chronic migraine  This will be my third year attending Headache on the Hill  #migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat is my friend, Ellie (@MigraineEllie), a fierce migraine advocate,
blogger, writer, and he…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: @beth_morton Hi, I’m Ellie! I’m co-hosting #MigraineChat for the next hour from Washington D.C.
I’ve been living with mi…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: A few standing reminders. This #MigraineChat is purely informational. Nothing shared should be
considered medical advice o…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is
comfortable for you. Lastly, p…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A1 (a) Speaking about my experiences also helped to combat the social isolation that I felt. I didn't know anyone like
me with chronic migraine, and advocacy led me to this amazing community and support system #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A1. Yes, but this is a BIG question. I think it's because it helps me be part of the voice that states what migraine is and
isn't, not just a recipient of all the guff that is out there. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Most of us are #migraine advocates, some without even acknowledging it. Advocacy doesn’t need
to be something grand and…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is #migraine advocacy important to you? Why? Remember advocacy has a broad definition -
it can be self advocacy or a…

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
Hey I'm Lisa from Oregon living with chronic migraine brain run amok  #MigraineChat
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A1 Migraine advocacy is important to me because it helped me regain my voice. When I first
started experiencing chronic…

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday
RT @beth_morton: Most of us are #migraine advocates, some without even acknowledging it. Advocacy doesn’t need
to be something grand and…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
@beth_morton A1: Making others, including some medical personnel, aware of what, exactly migraine is, made me
become a migraine and chronic illness advocate before I even knew what such a thing was. It also became self-care
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A1 (a) Speaking about my experiences also helped to combat the social isolation that I felt. I didn't
know anyone like m…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A1. Yes, but this is a BIG question. I think it's because it helps me be part of the voice that states what
migraine is a…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author  @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @beth_morton A1: Making others, including some medical personnel, aware of what, exactly
migraine is, made me become a m…

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday
A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So many people simply do
not understand, so they judge. Getting our stories out there through lobbying, blogging, news articles and social
media posts is key to our narrative #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q2. What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with #migraine? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/r66wIpR920

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with #migraine? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/r66wIpR920

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A1 #MigraineChat Our medical and insurance systems demand a huge amount of personal advocacy.
I think I've gotten more thorough treatment by advocating for myself with doctors, & I'm not destitute because of
advocating for myself with Social Security & private insurance. But ...
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Ellie @MigraineEllie
A2 Tell people what I need! If I’m somewhere & there are triggers, I’ve started asking to change things + explain
more about my lived experience with migraine. A lot of ppl don’t know anything abt living w/ migraine, so even small
interactions help combat stigma #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with #migraine? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/r66wIpR920

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A1 con't #MigraineChat I've never felt comfortable as an advocate for migraine in general because
my illness pattern seems so different from most with migraine. I feel like my drs have shoe-horned me into the
diagnosis for lack of anything better.

Michael Fricker 🇨🇦 @M_S_Fricker
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
A2: One of the things I constantly do to advocate for myself and others with #migraine is explain that migraine is a
neurological disorder that affects the entire body, not just a "headache" and that there is no cure for it yet
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @rachel_x_graves: @beth_morton A1 #MigraineChat Our medical and insurance systems demand a huge amount
of personal advocacy. I think I'v…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A2 Tell people what I need! If I’m somewhere & there are triggers, I’ve started asking to change
things + explain more a…

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
A1. Advocacy is absolutely necessary! Personally I have to be prepared for each appointment or my care will stall.
Also I count on advocates for latest info and to lobby legislators for research funding #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @rachel_x_graves: @beth_morton A1 con't #MigraineChat I've never felt comfortable as an advocate for migraine
in general because my illn…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @lisa3pierce: A1. Advocacy is absolutely necessary! Personally I have to be prepared for each appointment or my
care will stall. Also I…

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat I'm on a personal crusade to make sure people who apply for Soc Sec Disability
know that you have to appeal, & you need a lawyer who understands the Soc Sec system.

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @rachel_x_graves: @beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat I'm on a personal crusade to make sure people who apply
for Soc Sec Disability know that…

Katie @fabriKatie
A2. I think that publically joining in with #MigraineChat is a great bit of advocacy. It shows people who wouldn't
usually enter the migraine sphere that there is an amazing community of people out there, all supporting each other.

Jennifer | Migraine Melon @MigraineMelon
@beth_morton A1. Yes! Advocating is important to me bc information about migraine chronification, chronification
prevention, chronification monitoring etc. isn't being shared w/ patients when they meet with their doctor/s.
#MigraineChat #PatientROI
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Ellie @MigraineEllie
I agree wholeheartedly! #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A2(b). I also have the privilege of being part of the Volunteer Forum for @MigraineTrust, here in the UK. I attend
meetings, give my opinion on things and even help shape their work a little bit. #MigraineChat

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner
@beth_morton A1: Given the severity of migraine vs. how seriously it’s taken, I think it is important. I was hesitant at
first to share my experiences/be vocal, but then I realized this is my life, this is what I’m going through, and also
maybe it’ll make a small difference. #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A2: One of the things I constantly do to advocate for myself and others with #migraine is explain
that migraine is a neu…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A1: Given the severity of migraine vs. how seriously it’s taken, I think it is important.
I was hesitant at f…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse @rachel_x_graves Same. I had the benefit of information shared by some great migraine
advocates, @GoldenGraine and @winedarkme on their blogs. And I know @HemingwayMuse has since shared her
experience. The odds are stacked against #migraine (all) patients applying for SSI/SSDI #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse @rachel_x_graves Same. I had the benefit of information shared by some
great migraine advocates, @GoldenGra…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q3. How do your friends, family, and others react to or engage in your #migraine advocacy efforts? Are they
supportive? #MigraineChat https://t.co/A0WCjLdfN0

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How do your friends, family, and others react to or engage in your #migraine advocacy
efforts? Are they supportive?…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A3 My friends and family are very supportive + happy to be educated about #migraine & can help me + others with
the info. They are happy I’m able to tell my story to others and help people feel like their voices matter, bc every
voice and experience is important #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A2. I think that publically joining in with #MigraineChat is a great bit of advocacy. It shows people
who wouldn't usuall…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineMelon: @beth_morton A1. Yes! Advocating is important to me bc information about migraine
chronification, chronification prevent…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A3(a) Sometimes it has taken a while for people to fully understand my life and experience with chronic illness and
disability. But when I tell people I lobby for @AHDAorg at Headache on the Hill, people are usually impressed and
want to learn more! #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A1: Given the severity of migraine vs. how seriously it’s taken, I think it is important.
I was hesitant at f…
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How do your friends, family, and others react to or engage in your #migraine advocacy
efforts? Are they supportive?…

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner
@rachel_x_graves Can you expand upon that (if you feel comfortable)? Cuz sometimes I feel like my diagnosis is
almost too broad given my history of concussions. And maybe if doctors knew more about concussions specifically,
I’d have better treatment options (if that makes sense). #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse @rachel_x_graves Same. I had the benefit of information shared by some
great migraine advocates, @GoldenGra…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @SarahLerner: @rachel_x_graves Can you expand upon that (if you feel comfortable)? Cuz sometimes I feel like
my diagnosis is almost too…

Katie @fabriKatie
A3. Most that realise I do it are supportive. Some think this (#MigraineChat) is too public a forum. Sometimes it feels
too public for me too but I think it's really important to be visible in order to counter all inaccurate (or just plain
absent) information out there.

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
A2. Research and more research! I'm happy to share links to the most reliable research-based sites with others. Most
important is that folks know it's a neurological full body disease- *Not Just a Headache!* I try to amplify advocate's
voices too #MigraineChat

Jennifer | Migraine Melon @MigraineMelon
@MigraineEllie A2. Yes, this! I did so while out running errands over the wknd when a woman mentioned I was
wearing sunglasses inside a store w/ large windows (on a sunny day). I discovered she has vestib. migraine. She then
jotted down the resources I gave her on a sticky note. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How do your friends, family, and others react to or engage in your #migraine advocacy
efforts? Are they supportive?…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse @rachel_x_graves @GoldenGraine @winedarkme Yes, especially with the lack of
SSI/SSDI codes for #migraine. We can't fit the disease code for epilepsy since migraine is a different disease, and it's
absurd that has been the standard for so long #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
I appreciate that you and everyone who participates takes that risk to be public about your #migraine experience. I
truly believe we’re helping normalize the disease and fighting stigma. #MigraineChat

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday
A2: I try be as authentic (and sometimes raw) as possible when describing and sharing my story of living with
migraine. Whether that’s through Headache on the Hill, another advocating campaign or social media It’s important
to speak up for others who are unable. #migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: I appreciate that you and everyone who participates takes that risk to be public about your
#migraine experience. I truly…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: @beth_morton @HemingwayMuse @rachel_x_graves @GoldenGraine @winedarkme Yes,
especially with the lack of SSI/SSDI codes f…
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Jessie (202) 224-3121 Losch❄ 🌊 @JessieLosch
@beth_morton A1. I wouldn't have known how to advocate for myself if it weren't for migraine and pain advocates.
So many of us are raised to trust the first doctor we go to, to think it's "just us" or that we should under represent the
pain. #migrainechat

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner
@beth_morton A2: A lot of my advocacy tends to be on social media, since I’m housebound. I talk about migraine on
Twitter for sure, and I’ve been sharing more personal anecdotes on Instagram Stories. I think it can be impactful for
folks to see what we go through. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @JessieLosch: @beth_morton A1. I wouldn't have known how to advocate for myself if it weren't for migraine and
pain advocates. So many o…

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton It can be scary getting started but I find I get a little braver with each tweet! :) #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A2: A lot of my advocacy tends to be on social media, since I’m housebound. I talk
about migraine on Twitter…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@MigraineMelon It's amazing how many conversations can lead to this. I talk with a lot of Uber/Lyft drivers and have
had some great convos about migraine, disability and daily barriers in life because of it. It feels great to tell people
about resources + pass along info #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q4. Because of #stigma, #migraine is drastically underfunded compared to diseases that are considered similarly
disabling. What are some ways we could bring more attention to our cause? #MigraineChat https://t.co/khEDUlFcTg

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Because of #stigma, #migraine is drastically underfunded compared to diseases that are
considered similarly disabling.…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@SarahLerner @beth_morton I agree, and sometimes framing our daily lives and experiences can help others feel
less alone in their struggle with migraine and chronic illness. When I share what for me are moments of weakness,
others have told me that it encourages them in their fight #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A4 I think the national conversation about #migraine needs to change. Many ppl think migraine is “just a headache,”
when it’s actually a debilitating neurological disease. If we can get more ppl to write & highlight stories about
migraine, it will help spur research #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @beth_morton: I appreciate that you and everyone who participates takes that risk to be public about your
#migraine experience. I truly…

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner
@beth_morton A3: Overall very supportive. For a long time, I didn’t super share my experiences b/c I was worried
about how people might react, but I’ve had so many positive and lovely interactions/messages with people. And I’ve
found that some people open up right back to me. #MigraineChat

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
Advocate orgs like @MigraineAgain @amfmigraine and all their contributors have changed my life #migrainechat
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Jennifer | Migraine Melon @MigraineMelon
@MigraineEllie Agreed. I recently discovered someone I've known for over a decade had a disruptive form of
migraine which interrupted his schooling as a child. He probably wouldn't have shared this if I avoided conversing
about my reasons for advocating for migraine. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse @winedarkme Yes! And the fact that many of us who are disabled by #migraine are on
#Medicare, @CMSGov needs to step up and cover innovative treatments & devices, not exclude financial assistance
like copay cards, etc. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q5. It can be hard to advocate if you have #migraine, especially chronic migraine. What are some tips you can give
newer migraine advocates? How can someone start? #MigraineChat https://t.co/tx3GOberVS

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse @winedarkme Yes! And the fact that many of us who are disabled by
#migraine are on #Medicare, @CMSGov needs…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A5 Know that not everyone is going to understand, but it’s better to be confident in yourself and your lived
experience. There are always going to be people who say bad things, but your experience and feelings are valid and
necessary, no matter what anyone says. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: @MigraineMelon It's amazing how many conversations can lead to this. I talk with a lot of
Uber/Lyft drivers and have had…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Because of #stigma, #migraine is drastically underfunded compared to diseases that are
considered similarly disabling.…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: @SarahLerner @beth_morton I agree, and sometimes framing our daily lives and experiences can
help others feel less alone…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A4 I think the national conversation about #migraine needs to change. Many ppl think migraine is
“just a headache,” when…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A5 (a) Also, start small! Advocating is more than lobbying and policy. Advocacy starts with YOU and your community.
Your story is important! And you're not alone, there are so many of us here to help support you #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q5. It can be hard to advocate if you have #migraine, especially chronic migraine. What are some
tips you can give newer…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A5 Know that not everyone is going to understand, but it’s better to be confident in yourself and
your lived experience.…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A5 (a) Also, start small! Advocating is more than lobbying and policy. Advocacy starts with YOU
and your community. Your…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Absolutely!! This was how I started... through researching treatments for myself, then trying to share with you all as I
was learning. It felt like pretty empowing. #MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q5. It can be hard to advocate if you have #migraine, especially chronic migraine. What are some
tips you can give newer…

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday
A4: As someone who struggles to work full time, I think turning the narrative back to how much it’s changing the
workforce (missed work days, unemployment, disability). Migraine patients are super passionate & hard workers, but
most are unable to work #migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Absolutely!! This was how I started... through researching treatments for myself, then trying to
share with you all as I w…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q6. We’ve touched on this a bit... but what types of policy/advocacy efforts would you like to see #migraine patients
have more say in or be more involved in (e.g., talking with elected officials, engaging with pharma, shaping research,
etc.)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JdlECjw1yo

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner
@beth_morton A5: I think for me, it all started with just wanting to learn more about my condition and wanting to
treat it. That led me to research, various online communities, and even more knowledge. It also gave me the
confidence to talk about migraine more publicly. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q6. We’ve touched on this a bit... but what types of policy/advocacy efforts would you like to see
#migraine patients have…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
This! This is everything I've felt since joining the work-force full time. It's so frustrating and I WANT to work, but when
I can't make it to the office and can't telework, it's hard to find a balance that is healthy for me but also fits w/ able-
bodied expectations #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A5. Arm yourself with information. Take note of what other people say and save quotes that resonate with you. They
will help you form a clear and confident picture of the message you want to convey. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A5: I think for me, it all started with just wanting to learn more about my condition
and wanting to treat it…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
A6 I’d love for patients to be more involved w/ health care delivery system reform & more affordable healthcare. W/
more emphasis placed on patient-centered care, I think having patients who have first-hand experience is necessary
to change the system for the better #MigraineChat

@ℭℽℵⅈℂⅈSℳ™ @CYNICISM
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
A5: Especially for those with chronic migraine, obtaining a referral to a headache specialist from your PCP is an
important request to make to improve the quality of your care. @DawnBuse spoke on this topic:
https://t.co/icjtMNER1W

Katie @fabriKatie
A6. For me it's got to be the way migraine is represented in the media. In with realistic storylines. Out with stupid
images of a woman gently stroking her temples. #MigraineChat
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Ellie @MigraineEllie
A6 (a) I also want more pain therapy options to be covered by insurance, more protection in the workforce and
furthermore, have medical professionals + policy makers realize the actual debilitating impact migraine has on our
lives. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
A5: Especially for those with chronic migraine, obtaining a referral to a headache specialist from your PCP is an
important request to make to improve the quality of your care. @DawnBuse spoke on this topic:
https://t.co/Thc7NT4RVR #MigraineChat

Marco Meglio @marcomeglio1
@beth_morton A6: #Migraine patients need to be transparent and communicative with doctors and vice versa.
Understanding what drugs are in the pipeline and what progress is being made can ultimately create a stronger voice
in the community and increase advocacy efforts. #MigraineChat

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
A6. Patients need to be included in forming research! Every treatment now is aimed at 1 thing- headache pain (which
is huge). This is *not* a 1 thing disease and ignoring that puts all patients at greater risk for becoming chronic
#MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @marcomeglio1: @beth_morton A6: #Migraine patients need to be transparent and communicative with doctors
and vice versa. Understanding w…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse  AMEN #MigraineChat https://t.co/80YHmD66gB

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A6 I’d love for patients to be more involved w/ health care delivery system reform & more
affordable healthcare. W/ more…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
CT (Closing Thoughts): Any big takeaways you’d like to share? Questions? Any resources that we can share to help
you get started on your advocacy journey? #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MigraineEllie: A6 (a) I also want more pain therapy options to be covered by insurance, more protection in the
workforce and furthermor…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @neurology_live: A5: Especially for those with chronic migraine, obtaining a referral to a headache specialist from
your PCP is an impor…

Jennifer | Migraine Melon @MigraineMelon
@beth_morton A4. Perhaps the marketing around it could include more language about how the severity/frequency
of attacks can & do progress bc of chronification? Thereby communicating progression can be more about the
nature of the disease & less about triggers & patient-blaming? #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @lisa3pierce: A6. Patients need to be included in forming research! Every treatment now is aimed at 1 thing-
headache pain (which is hug…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
YES. No more doctors ignoring patients when it comes to new medications and reported side effects. Even if the
correlation isn’t perfectly clear, these conversations need to exist without fearing we’ll be brushed off. #MigraineChat
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse  AMEN #MigraineChat https://t.co/80YHmD66gB https://t.co/IZ2I0uATZq

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @HemingwayMuse: YES. No more doctors ignoring patients when it comes to new medications and reported side
effects. Even if the correlati…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning #Author 📚� @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: CT (Closing Thoughts): Any big takeaways you’d like to share? Questions? Any resources that we
can share to help you get s…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: @HemingwayMuse  AMEN #MigraineChat https://t.co/80YHmD66gB

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Thanks, Ellie, for co-hosting this month’s chat and everyone for joining! Mark your calendars for #MigraineChat on
March 2nd (or add a reminder ⬇ ). I’ll share a list of a few accounts to follow to start your advocacy efforts below.
https://t.co/L1cZXowv8Z

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday
A5: Work together! More migraine brains are better than one. I know personally some tasks can seem daunting or
you don’t know where to start. If we combine our efforts, the message will come across stronger. Our migraines may
have a bite to them but we don’t! 💜#migrainechat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
Thank you for the opportunity! Great conversation today. I love the #migraine twitter community! I hope everyone
has a great day! #MigraineChat

kaley heider @kaley_heider
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A1: Given the severity of migraine vs. how seriously it’s taken, I think it is important.
I was hesitant at f…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Just a few #migraine & #ChronicPain orgs to kickstart your advocacy: Miles for Migraine @miles4migraine CHAMP
@CoalitionCHAMP AHDA @AHDAorg CMA @CMAware HMPF @headachepolicy US Pain @US_Pain GHLF @GHLForg
#MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
CT. I saw this from @MigraineSummit a while ago and saved it because it I thought it was so important. Your
advocacy might be small but it could give you feelings of worth where other areas of your life can't. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/shLclKGic8

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A4. Another stigma that I don’t know if we talk about is the way commercials portray migraine sufferers. It isn’t
realistic when people’s only exposure to migraine is an Emgality commercial, how we actually respond to treatments
+ some symptoms don’t go away.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
I’m going to hop off to head into my appointment, then probably crash, but promise to engage more later. Sorry for
being less responsive today. Keep chatting! #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth (and Ellie) for another engaging hour! #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @fabriKatie: CT. I saw this from @MigraineSummit a while ago and saved it because it I thought it was so
important. Your advocacy might…
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @lisa3pierce: A6. Patients need to be included in forming research! Every treatment now is aimed at 1 thing-
headache pain (which is hug…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @migrainesallday: A4: As someone who struggles to work full time, I think turning the narrative back to how much
it’s changing the workf…

Lisa Slevin Pierce @lisa3pierce
It looks like most here are well-educated about migraine and chronic migraine, so our advocacy and education about
it as a neurological disease that needs more funding is huge! Tell everyone it's #NotJustAHeadache ! Take good care,
friends💜 #MigraineChat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@HemingwayMuse Definitely. I also laugh when I see the commercials because it's not representative of real people's
experiences. They also perpetuates stereotypes that people with migraine can't work/be good parents/live their lives
+ suggests their medication is the cure to that #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @MigraineEllie: A6 I’d love for patients to be more involved w/ health care delivery system reform & more
affordable healthcare. W/ more…

Katrina Wilson 🐶🐯 @katwilson04
@beth_morton I didnt know there was a #MigraineChat , can you tell me dates/times etc, I'd like to join in?

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @MigraineEllie: A2 Tell people what I need! If I’m somewhere & there are triggers, I’ve started asking to change
things + explain more a…

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@MigraineEllie We need to band together and show our numbers. Tweet like our lives (and they do) depend on it.
Vote like our lives depend on it. #migrainechat

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@MigraineEllie I have talked to one or two elected officials and got uncaring form letters back from them. I think we
need to get more Migraine Specialist/Neurologists involved!!!! #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@katwilson04 We just wrapped up today's but feel free to go back and read/reply to the #MigraineChat questions!

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@aimee1002 I definitely get that. I currently work in health policy, + most lawmakers don’t know or care enough. I
agree we should be have more stakeholders (health plans, providers) lift up patient voices since they are more able to
get audiences with policy makers than most #migrainechat

Ellie @MigraineEllie
@aimee1002 Definitely! I was talking to my bosses about how there are 40 million in the US living with migraine, but
only about 500 headache specialists in the country and they were shocked at how hard it is to get consistent care. W/
collective effort, we can break stigma! #migrainechat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton I'm Sarah from London, UK. I've had a really rough few days so hoping to distract myself with this
weeks #MigraineChat 🌿

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…
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Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton A1: Migraine advocacy is so important to me! Migraine is underresearched, underfunded,
undertreated and often unbelieved. Many still dismiss it a 'just a headache'- even in the medical field- which is why
we need to advocate for ourselves and for others. #MigraineChat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton A2: I advocate for myself by sharing my experience with migraine on social media (mainly instagram
https://t.co/JrpJP1fC2V ). I've also been more open at work - being more vocal about my symptoms, and what
adjustments I need in order to stay in work. #MigraineChat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton A3: Friends, family and colleagues have been very supportive. Some had no idea how much of my life
had been effected by migraine because after years of suffering, I'm good at hiding the symptoms. Some have
reached out seeking help with their own symptoms #MigraineChat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton A5: Please like the @MigraineTrust have some amazing resources to help you advocate for yourself,
for instance at work. My ability to concentrate & communicate are hindered by chronic migraine... 1/2 #MigraineChat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton @MigraineTrust Plan, break tasks up into smaller parts, and before appointments, write down what
you want to dicuss so you won't forget. 2/2 #MigraineChat

Sarah ✨ @sarah_fender
@beth_morton Q6: In the UK, new treatments aren't being approved for NHS use, yet at the same time, the health
service want to reduce the number of people seeking hospital care for migraine. Patients need to be involved in
shaping their care. https://t.co/8dERHFiHj5 #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
#MigraineChat

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Thanks, Ellie, for co-hosting this month’s chat and everyone for joining! Mark your calendars for
#MigraineChat on March 2…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Q5. It can be hard to advocate if you have #migraine, especially chronic migraine. What are some
tips you can give newer…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Because of #stigma, #migraine is drastically underfunded compared to diseases that are
considered similarly disabling.…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How do your friends, family, and others react to or engage in your #migraine advocacy
efforts? Are they supportive?…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with #migraine? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/r66wIpR920

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Is #migraine advocacy important to you? Why? Remember advocacy has a broad definition -
it can be self advocacy or a…
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I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Most of us are #migraine advocates, some without even acknowledging it. Advocacy doesn’t need
to be something grand and…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is
comfortable for you. Lastly, p…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @HemingwayMuse: YES. No more doctors ignoring patients when it comes to new medications and reported side
effects. Even if the correlati…

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10
@beth_morton A3: It took 15 yrs for my condition 2 b properly diagnosed. This affected my mental health & like
others I went into hiding. However once I finally received a diagnosed in 2018, fiends and family have FULLY
appreciated my engagement with others regarding Migraine. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @sarah_fender: @beth_morton A1: Migraine advocacy is so important to me! Migraine is underresearched,
underfunded, undertreated and ofte…

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10
@beth_morton A5: As mentioned in an earlier post, I cut myself off away from everyone for too long. Now I am
communicating with lots of people including family, friends, GP's, Headache Specialists and most importantly fellow
Migraineurs. Communication helps! #MigraineChat

Gus Baldwin @Gus_Baldwin
RT @fabriKatie: A2(b). I also have the privilege of being part of the Volunteer Forum for @MigraineTrust, here in the
UK. I attend meetin…

Katie Przybysz, MSc. @K_T_Przz
Had a very busy day today and functioned pretty well considering I got a real bad migraine first thing this morning
😖. It was a tough one to push through and I made good progress on things...but now we sleep 💤💤 #MigraineChat
#PhDChat

Alicia @thedizzycook
@beth_morton A2. I really like working for @vestibularveda making new donor calls, writing posts, coming up with
ideas to help others advocate for #vestibulardisorders. I'm also thrilled to be working more with @miles4migraine on
live events, which has been really fun. #migrainechat

Alicia @thedizzycook
@beth_morton A6: Honestly I'd love to be able to advocate for VM specific studies and treatments. I think we often
get left out of the conversation, and triptans don't usually work for us. So more research and more pharma that's
interested in this type would be helpful. #MigraineChat

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
Hey #migraine #MigraineChat, migraneurs, #Fibromyalgia peeps, anyone tried TMS? I'm about to start it & would
love to hear how it went for you all.

Alicia @thedizzycook
@beth_morton A1.1 So important. If we don't speak up and share how this affects our daily lives, then who will?
Everyone will just continue thinking it's "just a headache" and people who suffer will continue being lost.
#MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
RT @rachel_x_graves: Hey #migraine #MigraineChat, migraneurs, #Fibromyalgia peeps, anyone tried TMS? I'm about
to start it & would love to…
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Alicia @thedizzycook
@beth_morton A5. Find whatever group you're really passionate about and just email them volunteering your time.
So many non-profits are always looking for help. If you like their mission, it's a great fit. #MigraineChat

jane richardson @jetsrich
RT @lisa3pierce: It looks like most here are well-educated about migraine and chronic migraine, so our advocacy and
education about it as a…

Jane Doyle 🐧🐬⛄⛷☕ @Jane_Doyle_EJD
RT @rachel_x_graves: Hey #migraine #MigraineChat, migraneurs, #Fibromyalgia peeps, anyone tried TMS? I'm about
to start it & would love to…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @rachel_x_graves: Hey #migraine #MigraineChat, migraneurs, #Fibromyalgia peeps, anyone tried TMS? I'm about
to start it & would love to…

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @rachel_x_graves: Hey #migraine #MigraineChat, migraneurs, #Fibromyalgia peeps, anyone tried TMS? I'm about
to start it & would love to…

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton @MigraineTrust @migraineaus For the UK I definitely recommend @MigraineTrust. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
#MigraineChat

serene_asfoor@ "سيـريـن "ب�� و�� ��
#صداع_نصفي اكتشفت إنه أحسن ع��ج للصداع النصفي "الضحك " وتخلي مزاجك حلو ورايق  #مجرب   #MigraineChat
#migraine 

Ted Morgan @ted__morgan
We are surviving, but hoping to find the twitter migraine community because after 22 yrs of failed #migraine
treatments we need a new approach. 25 to 28 days with #migraine per month is not living. Hoping to find trials or
programs @NIH @ClevelandClinic @MayoClinic #migrainechat

SouthernMaineCPSG @SouthernMaineCP
@US_Pain Find your #Advocacy group that #works for your #chronic #condition. You will be #empowered by the
working for a better #quality of life. Thinking outside of the #box. https://t.co/LMqJJxnAfh

Duchess_of_Yinz @DuchessofYinz
Every day I wake up not knowing if this will be my day or not. The guilt I have over it is something that never gets
easier. 20 years of having migraines. #migrainechat #migraine #migraineguilt #guilt #TakeCare

USPAINFOUNDATION @US_Pain
RT @beth_morton: Just a few #migraine & #ChronicPain orgs to kickstart your advocacy: Miles for Migraine
@miles4migraine CHAMP @Coalition…

Rhiannon Campbell @RhiannonCatrina
Anyone got any tips for dealing with migraines? Minus tablets, dark rooms and wearing sunglasses at night 👍
#migrainechat

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine
RT @beth_morton: I appreciate that you and everyone who participates takes that risk to be public about your
#migraine experience. I truly…

SouthernMaineCPSG @SouthernMaineCP
RT @beth_morton: Just a few #migraine & #ChronicPain orgs to kickstart your advocacy: Miles for Migraine
@miles4migraine CHAMP @Coalition…
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filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: Thank you for the opportunity! Great conversation today. I love the #migraine twitter community!
I hope everyone has a g…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @marcomeglio1: @beth_morton A6: #Migraine patients need to be transparent and communicative with doctors
and vice versa. Understanding w…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A6 (a) I also want more pain therapy options to be covered by insurance, more protection in the
workforce and furthermor…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A6 I’d love for patients to be more involved w/ health care delivery system reform & more
affordable healthcare. W/ more…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: This! This is everything I've felt since joining the work-force full time. It's so frustrating and I
WANT to work, but w…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A5 (a) Also, start small! Advocating is more than lobbying and policy. Advocacy starts with YOU
and your community. Your…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A5 Know that not everyone is going to understand, but it’s better to be confident in yourself and
your lived experience.…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @beth_morton: I appreciate that you and everyone who participates takes that risk to be public about your
#migraine experience. I truly…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A4 I think the national conversation about #migraine needs to change. Many ppl think migraine is
“just a headache,” when…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A3(a) Sometimes it has taken a while for people to fully understand my life and experience with
chronic illness and disa…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A3 My friends and family are very supportive + happy to be educated about #migraine & can
help me + others with the info…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A1: Given the severity of migraine vs. how seriously it’s taken, I think it is important.
I was hesitant at f…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A2: One of the things I constantly do to advocate for myself and others with #migraine is explain
that migraine is a neu…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: I agree wholeheartedly! #MigraineChat https://t.co/g05OfvK8y7

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A2 Tell people what I need! If I’m somewhere & there are triggers, I’ve started asking to change
things + explain more a…
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filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A1 (a) Speaking about my experiences also helped to combat the social isolation that I felt. I didn't
know anyone like m…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @migrainesallday: A1: Migraine advocacy is important to me, especially due to the stigma of migraine itself. So
many people simply do no…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @MigraineEllie: A1 Migraine advocacy is important to me because it helped me regain my voice. When I first
started experiencing chronic…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @beth_morton: Co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat is my friend, Ellie (@MigraineEllie), a fierce migraine advocate,
blogger, writer, and he…

filmwill 🇵🇷 @filmwill
RT @beth_morton: Two tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply
w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote…

headsUPmigraine @headsUPmigraine
Good list of #migraine orgs from @BethMorton who hosts #migrainechat. We're bookmarking this, so send other
suggestions, too. @miles4migraine @CoalitionCHAMP @AHDAorg @CMAware @headachepolicy @US_Pain
@GHLForg

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@bennessb This is a good point given our recent #MigraineChat. I still think it’s important to advocate for ourselves,
but I shouldn’t leave out of the discussion the capital or skill it takes, or the privilege involved (not sure I’m wording
that the best). It’s not just deciding to do it.
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